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The Mind Weave Weather Algorithm
James Eck

Abstract—This paper outlines the weather algorithm of
Mind Weave Role-Playing Platform. This weather algo-
rithm contains certain parameters that can be modified by
the Mind Weave magic system. These include atmospheric
moisture, temperature, sky static, and wind.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Mind Weave weather algorithm is not intended to
simulate reality accurately or predict weather behavior.
It is rather intended to generate believable weather
behavior capable of responding to changes brought on by
magic. Since the Mind Weave magic is highly elemental,
it can influence directly certain parameters of the weather
in order to effect a change in conditions. Parameters of
weather the Mind Weave magic system can change in-
clude atmospheric moisture, temperature, sky static, and
wind. Some few examples of effects a player may wish to
produce through weather affecting magic are increasing
chance of rain, preventing rain, clearing storms, causing
lightning, and clouding the sky.

This document does not discuss the applications of
magic to the weather system, but rather outlines the prob-
abilistic models involved in the Mind Weave weather
system. The systems are highly interdependent, so we
will simply begin with wind.

II. THE WIND MODEL

Wind in a given cell at a given time is dependent on
the wind in that cell in the past, the wind of adjoining
cells, and the temperature/pressure gradient from that
cell to adjoining cells. Wind as an additional stochastic
component W i,j

n given by

W i,j
n = N(0, 1) + jN(0, 1), (1)

a complex Gaussian where the real component repre-
sents the East to West component of the wind and
the imaginary component represents the North to South
component. From time period to time period the wind
changes according to the random process Zi,jn given by

Zi,jn = (Zi,jn−1 +

1∑
l=−1

1∑
k=−1

(Æ(Zi+l,j+kn−1 , l, k)

+ Υ(i, j, l, k))/2)/2 +W i,j
n , (2)

where Æ and Υ are support functions for vectorizing
the the wind from adjoining cells and the ideal wind
wind from adjoining cells given the temperature/pressure
gradient, respectively. They are given in the appendix.

III. THE CLOUD MODEL

Cloud cover is represented in the weather model as the
sky opacity. It behaves any given time period n and in a
given cell i, j according to the random process Li,jn . It is
effected by humidity and the cloud cover in the previous
time period. The change in cloud cover from one period
n−1 to another n is given by random variable Ci,jn . Ci,jn
has a pdf given by

fCi,j
n

(c) =


∫ −Li,j

n−1

−∞ e−λ|c−(m
i,j
Ln
−Li,j

n−1)|dc,

if c = −Li,jn−1
e−λ|c−(m

i,j
Ln
−Li,j

n−1)|, if c > −Li,jn−1
0, if c < −Li,jn−1

(3)

with addition change due to migration. Migration comes
in the form of emmigration and immigration. Emmigra-
tion is caused by wind within the cell blowing cloud
cover from the cell into other cells. Immigration is
caused by wind in other cells blowing cloud cover into
the cell. This is handled in two half steps given by

Li,j
n− 1

2

= Li,jn−1 + Ci,jn (4)

Li,jn = (1− 2

3

τc
dc
|Zi,jn−1|)L

i,j
n− 1

2

+

1∑
l=−1

1∑
k=−1

(
2

3

τc
dc

1>0(Æ(Zi+l,j+kn−1 , l, k))Li+l,j+k
n− 1

2

) (5)

where τc is the update period and dc is the length of one
side of the cell. Notice we are again using the adjoing
cell wind vectorizor, Æ, to produce immigration values.

The mean and variance of cloud cover are set through
parameters of the pdf fCi,j

n
(c), mi,j

Ln
and λ. These pa-

rameters depend on certain other values according to

mi,j
Ln

= (hi,jn−1)
2/2, (6)

λ = −ln(pi,jsn )/|Li,jn−1 −m
i,j
Ln
|, (7)

pi,jsn =
58

τc − 1
(8)

where mi,j
Ln

is the theoretical cloud cover given humidity
and pi,jsn is the probability of no cloud change and
depends on the update period τc.
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IV. THE RAINFALL MODEL

The rainfall rate model produces a rainfall rate value
in inches/hour. It is dependent on previous rainfall rate,
atmospheric moisture, cloud cover, and humidity. The
rainfall rate at any period n and cell i, j is given by
random process Y i,j

n . As with cloud cover, it includes a
random variable Xi,j

n for change in rainfall rate which
has pdf

fXi,j
n

(x) =



∫ −Y i,j
n−1

−∞
1√

2π(σi,j
Xn

)2

∗e−(x−µ
i,j
yn−1

)/(2(σi,j
Xn

)2)
dx,

if x = −Y i,j
n−1

1√
2π(σi,j

Xn
)2
e
−(x−µi,j

yn−1
)/(2(σi,j

Xn
)2)
,

if x > −Y i,j
n−1

0, if x < −Y i,j
n−1.

(9)

As with cloud cover, migration effects are also taken into
account with rainfall rate. Similarly, the rainfall rate is
handled in identical half steps to cloud cover in the form

Y i,j
n− 1

2

= Y i,j
n−1 +Xi,j

n (10)

Y i,j
n = (1− 2

3

τc
dc
|Zi,jn−1|)Y

i,j
n− 1

2

+

1∑
l=−1

1∑
k=−1

(
2

3

τc
dc

1>0(Æ(Zi+l,j+kn−1 , l, k))Y i+l,j+k
n− 1

2

).

(11)

The mean, µi,jyn−1 , and variance, σi,jXn
, of the change

in rainfall in the cell i, j for period n account for
dependence on atmospheric moisture, cloud cover, and
humidity. They are given by

σi,jXn
= Y i,j

n−1/2, (12)

µi,jyn−1
= Y i,j

i − Y
i,j
n−1, (13)

Y i,j
i =

M i,j
n− 1

2

τrod2c
(Li,jn−1)

2(hi,jn−1)
4 (14)

where Y i,j
i is the ideal rainfall rate at time n, τro is

the ”rain out” period required for all moisture to fall
from the atmosphere if humidity and cloud cover are
kept artifically high, M i,j

n− 1

2

is the atmospheric moisture
in period n−1 minus that which fell during that period,
and d2c is the area of the cell i, j.

V. MOISTURE MODEL

The moisture model is a very important component
of the weather algorithm and is central to most of the
functions of the weather. The current moisture in the
atmosphere measured in cubic feet is effected by the
previous atmospheric moisture, the previous rainfall rate,

the climate and seasonal moisture creation rate, and the
sun intensity. The atmospheric moisture process M i,j

n is
generated in half steps like cloud cover and rainfall rate
and is given by

M i,j
n− 1

2

= M i,j
n−1 − Y

i,j
n−1τcd

2
c +McI

i,j
n−1τcd

2
c (15)

M i,j
n = (1− 2

3

τc
dc
|Zi,jn−1|)M

i,j
n− 1

2

+

1∑
l=−1

1∑
k=−1

(
2

3

τc
dc

1>0(Æ(Zi+l,j+kn−1 , l, k))M i+l,j+k
n− 1

2

).

(16)

The common factors of the change terms, τcd2c , are the
time surface area of the cell. Multiplied by the rainfall
rate in inches/hour this produces the total cubic feet
lost due to rain in the update period. Multiplied by the
moisture creation rate, Mc, in cubic feet per Kelvin and
the sun intesity in Kelvin per hour this produces the total
cubic feet produced due to evaporation in the update
period. Depending on the balance of these terms the
moisture level with increase or decrease.

VI. SUN INTENSITY MODEL

The intensity of the sun is taken into account in
calculating temperature change and atmospheric mois-
ture creation. It depends on cloud cover (sky opacity),
season, and time of day. The random process Ii,jn for sun
intensity in cell i, j in period n is given by

Ii,jn = 1>0(−Imax cos(2π
H

24
) + Ish)(1− Li,jn ) (17)

where Imax is a climate based value for the peak sun
intensity on the equinox, H is the hour of the day, Ish is
a seasonal shift of the sinusoid up or down, and −Li,jn is
the current cloud cover. Note that the sun intensity value
is always non-negative.

VII. TEMPERATURE MODEL

Temperature is a factor in humidity and wind, but is
also important to determine how much characters suffer
from exposure to the elements. The temperature process
T i,jn is dependent on the prior temperature, the cloud
cover, the sun intensity, and the climate’s heat staying
power.

T i,jn = (T i,jn−1(L
i,j
n−1 + 0.5) + Ii,jn−1

τc
3600

)sh (18)

where τc is the update period and sh is the heat staying
power and solar absorbtion rate of the climate. This
allows mountainous climates to have a low absorption
rate and heat staying power so the day can be cold even
with a bright sun. The persistance of heat is also very
dependent on the cloud cover, so drier climates will cool
faster and wetter climates will stay warmer.
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VIII. PRESSURE MODEL

This is not so much a model as a direct calculation of
the pressure from elevation and temperature in the cell.
The calculation is given by

pi,ja = p0e
−gMEi,j

RT
i,j
n (19)

p0 = 101.325kPa (20)

M = 0.0289644kg/mol (21)

R = 8.31447J/(mol ∗K) (22)

g = 9.8m/s (23)

where Ei,j is the elevation of the cell i, j. Pressure
is used as part of the ideal wind generation and in
calculating the humidity.

IX. HUMIDITY MODEL

As with pressure, humidity is merely a calculation of
the humidity in the cell from pressure, temperature, at-
mospheric moisture, and the cell’s atmospheric volume.
The calculation is given by

hi,jn =
φi,jn

φ∗i,jn

(24)

φi,jn =
pi,ja M

i,j
n

V i,j
a

(25)

φ∗i,jn = e
20.386− 5132

T
i,j
n (26)

V i,j
a = d2c(a− ei,j) (Atmosphere above cell) (27)

where a is the effective atmospheric depth at sea level.

X. CONCLUSION

All of the models described combine in an inter-
connected system with behavior very roughly modeling
real world weather behavior to the extent of make
it believable for players that weather would shift and
persist the way it does in the game. This in game weather
will be applicable to survival, tracking, archery penalties,
visibility penalties, and travel. In a non-mechincal sense,
this ever-present weather provides atmosphere for the
game world, where protracted campaigns may encounter
seasonal changes in weather behavior or even have to
account for full year cycles. This weather model is
formulated in such a way that it maintains its realism
while allowing spell casters to alter key parameters
such as temperature, atmospheric moisture, and wind
directly though the Mind Weave magic system and get
substatiated results.

XI. APPENDIX

A. Current Adjoining Cell Wind Vectorizer

Æ(ω, l, k) =



0, l = 0, k = 0
−j|ω|34 cos2(∠ω),

if l = −1, k = 0
j|ω|34 cos2(∠ω),

if l = 1, k = 0
|ω|34 sin2(∠ω),

if l = 0, k = −1
−|ω|34 sin2(∠ω),

if l = 0, k = 1

−(
√
2
2 + j

√
2
2 )|ω|14

cos2(∠ω + π
4 ),

if l = −1, k = −1

−(
√
2
2 + j

√
2
2 )|ω|14

cos2(∠ω − π
4 ),

if l = −1, k = 1

(
√
2
2 + j

√
2
2 )|ω|14

cos2(∠ω − π
4 ),

if l = 1, k = −1

(
√
2
2 + j

√
2
2 )|ω|14

cos2(∠ω + π
4 ),

if l = 1, k = 1

(28)

B. Ideal Adjoining Cell Wind Vectorizer

Υ(i, j, l, k) =



0, l = 0, k = 0

−j((pi+l,j+ka − pi,ja )/s

+(ti,jn − ti+l,j+kn )/f),
if l = −1, k = 0

j((pi+l,j+ka − pi,ja )/s

+(ti,jn − ti+l,j+kn )/f),
if l = 1, k = 0

((pi+l,j+ka − pi,ja )/s

+(ti,jn − ti+l,j+kn )/f),
if l = 0, k = −1

−((pi+l,j+ka − pi,ja )/s

+(ti,jn − ti+l,j+kn )/f),
if l = 0, k = 1

(l
√
2
6 + jk

√
2
6 )((pi+l,j+ka − pi,ja )/s

+(ti,jn − ti+l,j+kn )/f),
if l 6= 0 and k 6= 0

(29)


